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UNIK 5800/5900 
Flameproof /Explosion-Proof Pressure 
Sensing Platform 
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The 5800 and 5900 are compact and rugged 
versions of the high performing UNIK 5000 
pressure sensing platform. Both the 5800 and 
5900 offer flameproof/explosion-proof or dust 
ignition protection by enclosure capability. They 
provide a lightweight and cost effective alternative 
to pressure gauges and switches in process, as 
weil as, in oil and gas operations. 

High Quality 
With 35 years of pressure measurement experience, our 
field-proven Druck technology is at the heart of the new 
platform, resulting in a range of high quality, high stability Features 
pressure sensors. 

Bespoke as Standard 
Custom-built from standard components, manufacturing 
sensors to your requirement is fast and simple; each UNIK • 
5000 is a "bespoke" pressure sensing solution, but with the • 
short lead times and competitive pricing you would expect 
from standard products. 

Expertise 
We have the people and the knowledge to support your 
needs for accurate and reliable product pertormance; 
our team of experts can help you make the right sensor 
selection, guiding you and providing the help and tools 
you need. lt is important that you ensure that the sensor 
materials and performance selected are suitable tor your 
application. 

Druck.com 

Ranges from 2 to 700 bar (30 to 10000 psi) 

Accuracy to ±0.04% Full Scale (FS) 

Best Straight Line (BSL) 

Stainless Steel construction 

lntegrated terminal compartment with lang or 

short body (5900) 

Frequency response to 3.5 kHz 

High over pressure capability 

Hazardous Area certifications 

mV, mA and voltage outputs 

Oil and drilling fluid (mud) resistant cable option 

(5800) 

SIL certified version available (see separate 

datasheet) 
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UNIK 5900 Mechanical Drawings

UNIK 5800 Mechanical Drawings

UNIK 5800 High Pressure
Construction Outline Details
Available for pressure ranges

greater than 50 bar and
G1/4 or 1/4 NPT female, or

G1/2 or 1/2 NPT Male
pressure connectors.

1/2 NPT Conduit
Adapter

Use to adapt the
standard M20 x 1/5
conduit connection.

UNIK 5900 Miniaturized
Package Outline Details
Available for all pressure

ranges and either G1/2 or
1/2 NPT pressure connectors

in Male or Female
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UNIK 5800 Low Pressure
Construction Outline Details
Available for pressure ranges

less than or equal to 50 bar
and can be configured for low

and medium pressure UNIK 5000
Series pressure connectors.

Note: Dimensions shown for
G1/4 and 1/4 NPT Female
pressure connectors only.

Refer to main document for
list of pressure connector

options - orientation not critical.

M20 x 1.5 or 1/2 NPT
conduit connection
with integrated TPE
insulated and jacketed
UL AWM 20237
or oil and drilling fluid
(mud) resistant cable.

M20 x 1.5 or 1/2 NPT
conduit connection
with integrated TPE
insulated and jacketed
UL AWM 20237
or oil and drilling fluid
(mud) resistant cable.
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Connection
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UNIK 5900 Bracket
Compatible Outline Details

Available for all pressure
ranges and either G1/2 or

1/2 NPT pressure connectors
in Male or Female.

External Ground
Connection M3 x 0.6

Tag Attachment Hole
1.2 (0.05)
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